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Recognitions, Introductions, and
Welcome Remarks
• Recognitions and Introductions – Erich Gunther, CTO,
EnerNex Corporation,
Corporation National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST)/Smart Grid Interoperability Panel
(SGiP) Administrator
• Welcoming Remarks – Commissioner Phyllis Rhea,
Minnesota PSC,
PSC Co
Co‐Chair
Chair, FERC/NARUC Collaborative on
Smart Response
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What We Will Cover
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEWS – NIST sends five standards to FERC for approval
Interoperability – what is it and why do we care?
St d d in
Standards
i Plain
Pl i Language
L
EISA 2007, NIST and other organization’s roles
SGIP overview
State regulators’ questions
What happens
pp
next?
– State PSCs
– Industry

• Audience
A di
Q and
dA
–
–
–
–

Everyone is muted – background noise control
Ask questions using chat window any time
Use the Raise Hands feature if you want to ask a spoken question
We will recognize, unmute, and you can speak
www.sgipweb.org
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NEWS FLASH!!!
• First five standards from SGIP sent
to FERC from NIST
• Standards were vetted through the
SGIP open collaborative process
and by NIST in cooperation with
SDOs prior to FERC submittal
• FERC/NARUC joint technical
conference to discuss these
standards and next steps at
FERC/NARUC collaborative
ll b ti
meeting on Sunday, November
14th in Atlanta

FERC/NARUC Collaborative Agenda Nov. 14, 2010
Omni at CNN, Room International D, Atlanta, GA
•

10:30 AM ‐ Welcoming Remarks ‐ Charles Gray, Executive Director, NARUC and
Ray Palmer, Office of Energy Policy and Innovation, FERC.

•

10:35 AM ‐ Dr. George Arnold – National Coordinator for Smart Grid Interoperability,
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

•

10:45 AM ‐ George Bjelovuk – Managing Director for Marketing, Research, and
Program Development at American Electric and Power, Secretary, Smart
Grid Interoperability Panel Governing Board.

•

10:55 AM ‐ Richard Schomberg – Vice President, Europe Innovation Sourcing &
Transfer, Électricité de France and IEC Smart Grid Standards, Chair.

•

11:05 AM ‐ Daniel Thanos – Chief Cyber Security Architect, GE Energy and Cyber
Security Working Group, NIST.
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Smart Grid Interoperability - Definition
• Interoperability: “The ability of two or more networks, systems,
devices, applications, or components to communicate and
operate together effectively, securely, and without significant
user intervention”1
– Communication requires agreement on a physical interface and
communication protocols
– Exchanging
g g meaningful
g and actionable information requires
q
common
definitions of terms and agreed upon responses
– Consistent performance requires standards for the reliability, integrity,
and securityy of communications
– Interoperability may include:
• “Plug and play”: Connect them and they work together
• Interchangeability: Ability to readily substitute components
1

NIST Special Publication 1108: NIST Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards, Release 1.0.
Office of the National Coordinator for Smart Grid Interoperability. January 2010.
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Smart Grid Interoperability Standards
• Supports one or more of the following
– Make it easy for consumers to use smart devices regardless of
location and provider
– Protects privacy while enabling consumers to securely access
information on their own energy consumption
– Prevents premature obsolescence, facilitates future upgrades,
ensures systems can be scaled up, and extends lives of legacy
equipment
– Expands product markets and promote vendor competition: reducing
costs, accelerating innovation, and increasing choice
– Ensures
E
the
h security
i and
d enhances
h
the
h reliability
li bili off the
h power grid
id
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Five Families of Standards Sent to FERC
1+2. IEC 61970 and IEC 61968: Providing a Common
Information Model (CIM) necessary for exchanges of data
between devices and networks, primarily in the
transmission (IEC 61970) and distribution (IEC 61968)
d
domains.
i
3. IEC 61850: Facilitating substation automation and
communication as well as interoperability
p
y through
g a
common data format.
4. IEC 60870‐6: Facilitating exchanges of information between
control
t l centers.
t
5. IEC 62351: Addressing the cyber security of the
protocols defined byy the preceding
p
g IEC
communication p
standards.
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Overarching Benefits of the Five
These standards have the following general benefits for all
stakeholders:
• Reduce Cost: Enables interoperability of Smart Grid technologies and
future choices for companies that choose to install any particular type
of technology independent of vendor.
vendor
• Streamline Processes: Permits the integration of equipment and
systems for controlling the electric power process into complete
system solutions,
solutions necessary to support utilities'
utilities processes.
processes
• Risk Management: Achieve cyber security objectives through digital
signatures, authenticated access, preventing eavesdropping, playback
and spoofing,
spoofing and intrusion detection.
detection
• Vendor Lock‐in: Significantly reduces if not eliminates the vendor
lock‐in problem historically experienced in utility systems that use
vendor specific proprietary information exchange technologies
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Conceptual Model and the “First Five”
IEC 62351:
Security
IEC 61970:
CIM Core and
Energy Mgmt.

IEC 61850:
Substations
and more

for IEC 60870-6,
IEC 61850,
61850
DNP3

IEC 60870-6:
Between Control
Centers

IEC 61968:
CIM Distribution
Management

In Plain Language
#1 IEC 61970 ‐ the Common Information Model Standard (CIM)
•

•
•
•
•
•

Foundational ‐ provides basic methods of describing power system components in a
structured manner readilyy interpreted
p
byy software systems
y
(similar
(
to how HTML is
the foundation for web applications)
Describes the components of a power system and the relationships between each
component.
Facilitates the exchange of data between multiple utilities
Within a company, allows the exchange of data between applications, such as work
scheduling, asset tracking, etc.
Example: Planning group sends characteristics of new transmission line to
operations ‐ CIM describes what line will look like physically and electrically
It is important to state regulators because:

 The
h CIM facilitates
f ili
unambiguous
bi
exchange
h
off information
i f
i
between utility and RTO/ISO software systems
 It saves utilities system integration expense
when extending/upgrading energy
management and control center systems
 Minimizes likelihood of vendor lock‐in in
utility back office enterprise software systems
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In Plain Language
#2 IEC 61968 ‐ The Common Information Model Standard (Distribution)
• Allows data to move seamlessly to and from different metering systems,
and among other system software and components such as:
 Meter data collection software, the control center/back office, translation software,
billing systems, and other enterprise business software systems.
 Software data exchange
g used in asset trackingg and work force management
g

• Example: Allows data to move from multiple vendor metering system access
points and head ends through multiple software systems into the billing
system.
• It is important to state regulators because:
 It describes the interface between the metering system and distribution
management systems and is the link between AMI and the Smart Grid
 It is simpler and less expensive than multiple
proprietary formats which are more complicated and
expensive to use than a single CIM.
 Benefits
B
fi result
l from
f
economy off scale,
l less
l
complexity, and interoperability and will decrease
problems with data transfer in multi‐state utilities.
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In Plain Language
#3 IEC 61850 ‐ The Substation Automation Standard
• This is a standardized framework for substation automation and integration
 Specifies the communications requirements, functional characteristics, structure of
data in devices, the naming conventions for the data, how applications interact and
control the devices, and how conformity to the standard should be tested.
 Key attributes are ease of multi
multi‐vendor
vendor integration,
integration low installation costs,
costs faster and
more accurate system configuration
o Results in fewer errors, more capability and flexibility than previous standards
o Implements modern networking technology in the substation

• Example: Facilitates unambiguous exchange of information
between multiple vendor equipment and systems
• It is important to state regulators because:
 Substations are the core of a distribution system
 Key to eliminating vendor lock‐in in substations
 This standard has been in use since 2002, is used
worldwide, uses modern networking and computer
technology, is field proven, and shown to be highly reliable
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In Plain Language
#4 IEC 60870‐6: Inter‐Control Center Protocol Standard
• The standard specifies the method of exchanging ISO‐compliant
time‐critical data between control centers at utilities.
utilities
 Includes the exchange of real‐time data indications, control operations,
time‐series data, scheduling and accounting information, remote
program
p
g
control, and event notification.
 The standard is used between control centers in almost every utility for
communication.
 Benefits are measured in terms of reliability and interoperability.

• Example: Transmission line failure reported to multiple utilities in
multiple jurisdictions in real time.
• It is important
p
to state regulators
g
because:
 This standard defines the way utilities are linked
together today
 It facilitates the wide area control of the
system which is critical to its safe and reliable operation
14

In Plain Language
#5 IEC 62351 Parts 1‐7 The Cyber Security Standard
• Applies to each of the other standards.
 Adds more reliability to the system by mitigating cyber attacks
 Replaces the “security by obscurity” concept used in the past

• Example: Secures link between utility and substation ‐ minimizes chances
that hacker can issue control commands to substation and feeder
equipment
• Security objectives include





Authentication of entities through digital signatures
Ensuring only authorized access
Prevention of eavesdropping, playback and spoofing
Provides some degree of intrusion detection.
detection

• It is important to state regulators because
 It affects information security of power systems’ standards
 Critical to the prevention of cyber attack induced
system failures from nuisances to catastrophic
 Most likely of the five to need to be mandated in specific situations
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Q and A
Q. Will these standards require hardware
changes in existing substations and
field locations?
A. Yes and no ‐ It depends on the age of
the equipment and which of the
standards is being considered
Q. Will these standards require writing
down existing assets?
A. In general no, some software interfaces
in the back office may need to be
reworked or replaced, but in most
cases the interfaces don’t exist today.
Q. Is there an advantage to my ratepayers?
A Yes,
A.
Yes all of these standards reduce system
integration, installation, and
maintenance costs and increase overall
system reliability

Q. Will these standards be “it” for NIST or
will there be more in the future?
A NIST will
A.
ill continue
ti
to
t workk on the
th EISA
2007 mandate and provide additional
mature standards to FERC as they are
deemed ready by the SGIP.
Q. Are these standards in use anywhere?
A. Almost all of these standards are in use
not only in the US, but in the rest of
North America, South America, Europe
and China.
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Considering Standards – Why?
• Each of the standards needs to be reviewed to determine
relevance to state jurisdiction
• What does it mean to my state?
– Do they enable an existing or envisioned policy to be cost effectively
implemented?
– Will/could/should this standard impact previous, current, or future
proceedings or rulemakings such as those related to approved or
pending utility smart grid projects?

• What can I do as a State Regulatory Agency?
–
–
–
–
–

Analyze all existing dockets for applicability
Analyze against core policy objectives for applicability
Develop guidelines for when/how utilities should consider them
Mandate specific standards be considered in certain situations
“Score” utility project proposals based on use of standards

Interoperability Standards Framework
• EISA 2007 directs National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to:
– Coordinate the development of model standards for interoperability of smart
grid devices and systems
• Create flexible, uniform, and technology neutral standards
• Enable traditional resources, distributed resources, renewables, storage, efficiency,
and demand response to contribute to an efficient, reliable grid

• EISA directs FERC, when sufficient consensus, to:
– Adopt standards necessary to ensure smart‐grid functionality and
interoperability in the interstate transmission of electric power, and regional
and wholesale electricity markets
– EISA did not expand FERC’s Federal Power Act authority to enforce standards

• State Commissions:
– May adopt standards by regulation, separately or in parallel with FERC
– May consider standards when approving utility investments

• Considerations for Regulators:
–
–
–
–

Ensuring interoperability and security, without impeding innovation
Consistent action will influence the vendor community
Vendors often will follow standards that are not legally mandated
SGIP recommended standards reflect efforts to build broad stakeholder
consensus on their value and applicability
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Smart Grid Interoperability Panel
• Public‐private partnership created in Nov. 2009
• Broad range of stakeholders in SGIP developing consensus about how to
build a smarter grid
– More than 600 member organizations (with over 50 international
organizations)
organi
ations) and over 2000
000 participants from 22 stakeholder categories

• SGIP supports NIST in coordinating, accelerating, and harmonizing the
development of standards
– Prioritizes standards development programs
– Identifies requirements
– Works with over 20 Standards Development Organizations (SDOs)

• Open,
Open transparent,
transparent and inclusive process
– SGIP Twiki: http://collaborate.nist.gov/twiki‐
sggrid/bin/view/SmartGrid/SGIP
– Regulatory Commission participation is encouraged
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Discussion Impacting Regulators
• How will the standards impact regulators?
• Can Regulators rely on these standards?
• What are the cost implications of these standards?
• Will regulators be constrained by adopting standards?
How?
• What about privacy issues?
• What about cyber‐security issues?
• How can regulators further participate in the
development of future standards?
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For More Information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The NIST Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards,
Release 1.0 (January 2010) can be downloaded at : www.nist.gov/smartgrid/
The SGIP website is: www.sgipweb.org
FERC Smart Grid Policy Statement ‐ www.ferc.gov/whats‐new/comm‐
meet/2009/031909/E‐22.pdf
Activities off SGIP committees and
d working
k groups can be
b followed
f ll
d at:
http://collaborate.nist.gov/twiki‐sggrid/bin/view/SmartGrid/SGIP
Oct. 7, 2010 NIST sends 5 standards to FERC for approval:
http //
http://www.nist.gov/public_affairs/releases/smartgrid_100710.cfm
nist go /p blic affairs/releases/smartgrid 100710 cfm
NARUC/FERC Smart Response Collaborative schedules Technical Meeting –
Nov. 14, 2010, NARUC Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Ga. www.NARUC.org
SGIP Governing Board member for State and Local Regulators category
category,
Commissioner Paul Centolella email: Paul.Centolella@puc.state.oh.us
SGIP Administrator email: SGIP.Administrtor@enernex.com
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Questions????
• Everyone is muted – background noise control
• Use the Raise Hands feature if you have a question
• We will recognize, unmute, and you can speak
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BACKGROUND MATERIAL
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Enhanced communication for state regulators
What does it mean for state regulators, and how you can
stay current?
• Participate in Key Working Groups
• Beginning November
b ‐ Webinars
b
to update
d
progress
and improve understanding
 High Level Update on Key issues/PAP’s
issues/PAP s – Not deep dive
 Strive to identify and present any potential policy issues that may be
created and brought to regulators as a result of process

• Potential for Single Issue Webinars as needed
 Identify main stream technologies, implementations or concepts that are
pertinent and provide overview

• Working with LBNL/NARUC/DOE to coordinate details
24

Open SGIP Process for Smart Grid Standards
•

•

•

SGIP Encourages
Regulatory and
S k h ld
Stakeholder
Participation in SGIP
Working Groups
Stakeholder Selection
of SGIP Governing
Board Facilitates Input
to the Board
SSO procedures
generally provide
opportunities for input
–

–

Open SSO process
facilitates FERC
adoption of standards
Many Standards now
available to regulators
g
without charge i.e. WiFi

SGIP Governing Board
• Identifies Need for New or Harmonized Standard
• Charters Priority Action Plan Working Group (PAP)

SGIP PAP Working Group
• Initiates Coordination with Standards Setting Organization (SSO)
• Defines Use Cases and Specifies Requirements for New Standards

Standard Setting Organization
• Develops and/or Harmonizes Standard(s) under SSO Procedures
• Reviews Draft Standard with SGIP PAP and Publishes Standard

SGIP
• Working Groups Review and Recommend New Standard
• Governing Board Confirms Recommendation and Lists Standard

NIST
• Updates NIST SG Interoperability Framework including voluntary
industry standards and information for Regulators

FERC and/or State Commissions
• May Initiate Proceedings to Consider Adoption of Standards
25

In Plain Language
•

•

•

•

•

The first two are standards that define information exchanged among control center
systems using a Common Information Model (CIM). They define application‐level energy
management system interfaces and messaging for distribution grid management.
The third standard defines communications within transmission and distribution substations
for automation and protection. It is being extended to cover communications beyond
substations to distribution equipment,integration of distributed resources and
communications between substations.
The fourth set are standards that facilitate control center (telecontrol) data exchange, and
they may be applied in any other domain with comparable requirements including power
plants. The standards define the electric power system status and control messages sent
between control centers of different utilities
utilities.
The fifth family of standards cover information security for power system control
operations. They specify requirements for communication protocols defined by IEC
Technical Committee 57.
Additi
Additional
ld
details
t il on standard
t d d use, application,
li ti
cyber
b security,
it and
d ffunctionality
ti
lit off thi
this and
d
other NIST‐identified standards can be found on the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP)
Interoperability Knowledge Base (IKB) Catalog of Standards webpage: SGIP Catalog of
Standards. The information form covering the IEC 61850 standard can be found at:SGIP IEC
61850 Standard
St d d Information
I f
ti Form
F
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Detail UEC 61970
• IEC 61970 Energy Management System Application
Program Interfaces (EMS
(EMS‐API)
API)
•

•
•

•

The IEC 61970 series of standards facilitates integration of Energy Management System (EMS)
applications with other EMS systems and with power system applications such as generation and
distribution management systems (DMSs). These standards define application program interfaces
((APIs)) enablingg EMS applications
pp
to exchange
g information with other applications
pp
in an open
p non‐
proprietary format independent of how such information is represented internally.
The series provides a set of guidelines and general infrastructure capabilities required for the
application of the EMS‐API interface standards.
Part 1 of the IEC 61970 series describes typical integration scenarios where these standards can be
applied and lists the types of applications which can be integrated. A reference model is defined to
provide a framework for the application of the other parts of the 61970 EMS‐API standards. The
reference model is also applicable to information exchanges between control center applications
and systems external to the control center environment, such as other control centers,
Independent System Operators (ISOs)
(ISOs), Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs),
(RTOs) and distribution
systems.
This standard applies to software applications deployed within power utility enterprise networks,
most commonly referred to as the “energy management system”, “control center” or “back office”.
It is also used for exchange of power system network models between network model manager
software in utilities/ISOs/RTOs to achieve interoperability. It impacts electric distribution systems.
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Detailed IEC 61968
• IEC 61968 Application Integration at Electric Utilities
‐ System Interfaces for Distribution Management
•

•

•

•

This standard describes a series of application messaging interfaces based on and extending the IEC
61970 Common Information Model (CIM) standard. These interfaces describe the interactions
between the software applications that are used for managing the utility electrical distribution
networks The messages are defined in terms of Unified Modeling Language (UML) objects that
networks.
conform to the CIM methodology. The standard includes an Interface Reference Model (IRM) that
identifies the common distribution management applications and their duties.
Part 1 of IEC 61968 is the first in a series that, taken as a whole, defines interfaces to support the
inter‐application
pp
integration
g
of utilityy enterprise
p
systems.
y
This part
p of IEC 61968 identifies and
establishes requirements for standard interfaces based on an Interface Reference Model (IRM).
Subsequent parts of this standard are based on each interface identified in the IRM. They provide for
interoperability among different computer systems, platforms, and languages.
This set of standards is limited to the development of an abstract Common Information Model (CIM)
and
d the
h d
definition
fi i i off abstract
b
messages based
b d on the
h CIM.
CIM Methods
M h d and
d technologies
h l i used
d to
implement functionality conforming to these interfaces are considered outside of the scope of these
standards; only the interface itself is specified in the IEC 61968 series. Therefore it is implementation
independent.
This standard applies to software applications (such as a “distribution
distribution management system”
system , or
“energy management system”) deployed inside power utility enterprise networks, most commonly
referred to as the “control center” or “back office”. It impacts electric distribution systems.
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Detailed IEC 61850
• IEC 61850
•

•

IEC 61850 is a standard that specifies
p
abstract information models and communication
services between power utility field devices. It provides self‐describing, object‐
oriented access to substation data and functions plus high‐speed channels for
performing protection functions and waveform transfer over local area networks.
Originally
g
y designed
g
for substation automation only,
y, the scope
p of this standards familyy
has recently been expanded to include substation‐to‐substation communication and
substation‐to‐control‐center communications. The object‐modeling methodology has
been used to expand the original substation data definitions to include distributed
ggeneration,, hydro
y
power
p
and wind power
p
models.
This standard applies to devices used for substation automation for protection,
monitoring, control, and metering. These include meters, protective relaying devices,
transformer tap load changer controllers, recloser controllers, voltage regulators, fault
recorders and other intelligent electronic devices (IEDs).
recorders,
(IEDs)
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Detailed IEC 60870‐6‐503
• IEC 60870‐6‐503: TASE.2 Services and protocol
•

•

•

•

Standard for Communications between electric p
power control centers. Formerlyy known
as Inter Control Center Protocol (ICCP), the standard is used for communication of
electric power system measurements, status and control messages between power
control centers.
This part of IEC 60870 specifies a method of exchanging time
time‐critical
critical control center
data through wide‐area and local‐area networks using fully ISO‐compliant protocol
stack. It contains provisions for supporting both centralized and distributed
architectures. This standard includes the exchange of real‐time data indications, control
operations time
operations,
time‐series
series data
data, scheduling and accounting information
information, remote program
control, and event notification.
Though the primary objective of TASE.2 is to provide control center (telecontrol) data
exchange, its use is not restricted to control center data exchange. It may be applied in
any other domain having comparable requirements.
requirements Examples of such domains are
power plants, factory automation, process control automation, and others.
This standard does not specify individual implementations or products, nor does it
constrain the implementation of entities and interfaces within a computer system. This
standard
t d d specifies
ifi th
the externally
t
ll visible
i ibl functionality
f ti
lit off implementations
i l
t ti
together
t th with
ith
conformance requirements for such functionalities.
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Detailed IEC 62351 – 1 thru 7
• IEC 62351 Parts 1‐7
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

The scope of the IEC 62351 series is information security for power system control operations. The
primary objective is to “undertake the development of standards for security of the communication
protocols, and undertake the development of standards and/or technical reports on end‐to‐end
security issues.”
IEC 62351‐1 provides an introduction to the reader to various aspects of information security as
applied
li d tto power system
t
operations
ti
and
d other
th iintroductory
t d t
iinformation.
f
ti
IEC 62351‐2 provides a glossary of security terms. This glossary can also be found on the IEC web
site at http://std.iec.ch/terms/terms.nsf/ByPub?OpenViewandCount=‐
1andRestrictToCategory=IEC%2062351‐2
IEC 62351‐3 provides technical specifications on ensuring the confidentiality,
confidentiality tamper detection,
detection and
message level authentication for SCADA and other telecontrol protocols which use TCP/IP as a
message transport layer between communicating entities. TCP/IP‐based protocols are secured
through specification of the messages, procedures, and algorithms of Transport Layer Security
(TLS).
IEC 62351‐4 provides specifications to secure information transferred when using ISO 9506,
Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS)‐based applications; specifying which procedures,
protocol extensions, and algorithms to use in MMS to provide security.
IEC 62351‐5 specifies messages, procedures, and algorithms that apply to the operation of all
protocols
t l b
based
d on/derived
/d i d from
f
IEC 60870
60870‐5,
5 Telecontrol
T l
t l equipment
i
t and
d systems‐Part
t
P t 5:
5
Continued on next slide
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Detail IEC 62351– contd.
•

•

•

•
•

Transmission protocols. The focus of this 62351‐5 is on the application layer
authentication and security‐issues that are a result of application layer authentication.
While authentication of sources and receivers is considered the most important
requirement and confidentiality is not considered important, encryption can be
included by combining this standard with other security standards, such as IEC 62351‐3,
TLS
IEC 62351‐
62351 6 addresses
dd
security
it ffor IEC 61850 profiles
fil th
through
h specification
ifi ti off
messages, procedures, and algorithms. IEC 61850 specifies a number of different
profiles which have different constraints, performance requirements, and security
needs, but the primary requirement is for authentication of sources of data, receivers
off data,
d t and
d data
d t integrity.
i t it Therefore,
Th f
different
diff
t security
it options
ti
are specified.
ifi d
IEC 62351‐7 addresses network and system management, one area among many
possible areas of end‐to‐end information security, namely the enhancement of overall
management of the communications networks supporting power system operations.
IEC 62351‐8 is currently in draft form and will not be assessed until it is finalized.
This family of standards impacts transmission and distribution electric systems.
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Smart Grid Framework and Roadmap 1.0
• Published January 2010

http://www.nist.gov/smartgrid/

– Extensive public input and review
– Completed in Less than 1 year

• Smart Grid Vision and Reference Model
• Identified 75 existing standards

• Companion Cyber Security Strategy
• 17 Priority Action Plan Projects
are filling key gaps
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Interoperability Knowledge Base

http://collaborate.nist.gov/twikihtt
// ll b t i t
/t iki
sggrid/bin/view/SmartGrid/InteroperabilityKnowledgeBase
www.sgipweb.org
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Standards catalog – Definition, Process and Structure
Plenary leads team working in conjunction with SGAC and other SGIP working groups
• Define the Scope and Objectives of the catalog
–
–
–
–

•

Process
–
–
–
–

•

What does it mean for a standard to appear in the catalog?
Define criteria that candidate standards need to meet to be included in catalog
Define criteria for eligibility of standards setting organizations included in catalog
Explain
p
value and p
purpose
p
of the catalogg independent
p
of NIST/FERC objectives
j
Define a process to identify relevant standards for evaluation for catalog inclusion
Establish a process by which standards become approved for inclusion in the catalog
Define a catalog maintenance process
Review with SGIPGB and general membership

Catalog Structure
– Define
f a structure/taxonomy
/
that
h willll act as an organizing principle
l ffor the
h llisting in the
h
catalog and identify information to be associated with each entry
– Decide whether the catalog will have a multi‐tiered list

www.sgipweb.org
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Shaping How Smart Grid Develops
State Commission
Input Encouraged
State Commission
Participation Encouraged

SGIP Governing Board
• Identifies Need for New or Harmonized Standard
• Charters Priority Action Plan Working Group (PAP)

SGIP PAP Working Group
• Initiates Coordination with Standards Setting Organization (SSO)
• Defines Use Cases and Specifies Requirements for New Standards

Opportunity for State
Commission Input

Standard Setting Organization
• Develops and/or Harmonizes Standard(s) under SSO Procedures
• Reviews Draft Standard with SGIP PAP and Publishes Standard

State Commission
Participation Encouraged

SGIP
• Working Groups Review and Recommend New Standard
• Governing Board Confirms Recommendation and Lists Standard

State Commission
Input Encouraged

NIST
• Updates NIST SG Interoperability Framework including voluntary
industry standards and information for Regulators

Traditional State
Commission Involvement

FERC and/or State Commissions
• May Initiate Proceedings to Consider Adoption of Standards
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SGIP PAP Highlights
#

Priority Action Plan

Status

0

Meter Upgradeability
St d d
Standard

Completed Sept. 2009. NEMA standard SG‐AMI 1‐2009 requires
AMI meters
t tto b
be fi
field‐upgradeable
ld
d bl to
t iincorporate
t new
standards andtechnology changes in a secure manner.

3

Common Price
Communication Model

Requirements in public review. Standard completion by April
2011. Creates the “dictionary” for how to communicate
wholesale and retail prices and descriptions energy products.
products

9

Standard DR and DER Signals

Requirements going to public review, Standard completion by
April 2011. Creates the “dictionary” for communicating
Demand Response and Distributed Energy Resource availability,
capability and transactions.

10

Standard Energy Usage
Information

Requirements sent to SDO, completion by year‐end 2010.
Standard “dictionary” for communicating energy information to
customer equipment and devices.

11

Common Object Models and
connectors for Electric
Transportation

Coordination, harmonization among SDOs in process
Coordination
process. Standard
completion by Sept. 2011. Creates the “dictionary” of
information to be exchanged to coordinate the charging of
Plug‐in Electric Vehicles. Also, working to harmonize connector
specifications.

16

Wind Plant Communications

Newest PAP. Requirements definition in process. Standard
completion by Aug. 2011. Focused on the control and
monitoring of wind generators and their integration with power
system.
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PAP Chart of Planned Completions
Priority Action Plan Completions By Quarter
7

Numberr Complete
ed

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
Q3‐09
PAPs Complete
1

Q4‐09
0

Q1‐10
0

Q2‐10
0

Q3‐10
2

Q4‐10
2

September 9, 2010

Q1‐11
3

Q2‐11
7

Q3‐11
4

Q4‐11
2
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PAP accomplishments and update (1)
• PAP 0 – Meter Upgradeability Standard. Complete. This effort resulted in the NEMA standard SG‐AMI
1‐2009 in September, 2009. The PAP was officially closed March 1, 2010.
• PAP 1 – Role of IP in the Smart Grid. Quantified Requirements for networking of Metering Systems and
I iti l Distribution
Initial
Di t ib ti Automation
A t
ti functions
f ti
were completed.
l t d An
A IETF RFC ffor C12.22
C12 22 is
i planned
l
d to
t be
b

complete in two months
• PAP 2 – Wireless Communications for the Smart Grid. The wireless capability matrix for Smart Grid
applications was completed. Final report will be a NISTIR and is expected in September, 2010.
• PAP 3 ‐ Common Price Communication Model.
Model Use cases and requirements were completed.
completed Draft
OASIS eMIX specifications are in public comment period May 2010. PAP Tiger Team provided
requirements and feedback on draft standard.
• PAP 4 ‐ Common Scheduling Mechanism. Standard XML serialization for bi‐directional translation, use
cases and requirements to test the standard, and web services Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) were completed. Draft OASIS WS‐Calendar is out for public comment. PAP Tiger Team provided
requirements and feedback on draft standard.
• PAP 5 – Standard Meter Data Profiles. AEIC guidelines with revisions were completed along with White
Paper descriptions and presentation materials. Draft guidelines to be completed July, 2010.
• PAP 6 ‐ Common Semantic Model for Meter Data Tables
Tables. This PAP was dependent on PAP 5 and is now
fully operational. Tasks and deliverables have been defined and use case analysis is currently
underway. Expected to complete Q2 2011.
• PAP 7 ‐ Electric Storage Interconnection Guidelines. A scoping study and key use cases and
requirements
q
were completed.
p
These deliverables have directlyy affected an accelerated p
pace of
activity on IEEE 1547 and IEC 61850‐7‐420 standards.
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PAP accomplishments and update (2)
• PAP 8 ‐ CIM for Distribution Grid Management. Interoperability testing of CIM Wires Model and first set
of key use cases and requirements completed. MultiSpeak V4.1 completed at end of June, 2010. Expert
summit in plan for identifying data elements on 120 messages.
• PAP 9 ‐ Standard
d d DR and
d DER Signals.
l NAESB has
h collected,
ll
d analyzed,
l d and
d consolidate
ld
Use Cases and
d
delivered requirements to PAP team. OASIS Energy Interoperation Specification in public comment.
• PAP 10 ‐ Standard Energy Usage Information. Contributions for supporting the requirements received
from OpenADE, OpenHAN, EIS Alliance, and Zigbee. Greatly accelerated effort with NAESB and
December delivery date. The model will be a “seed”
seed for several other standards including ZigBee SEP.
• PAP 11 ‐ Interoperability Standards to Support Plug‐in Electric Vehicles. Existing use cases and
requirements identified and assembled. Coordination between SAE and IEC, alignment of vehicle
information models, analysis of related standards, and connector alignment ongoing. Drive towards
international consensus is also ongoing.
• PAP 12 ‐ IEC 61850 Objects/DNP3 Mapping. Use cases and requirements completed. IEEE 1815 800
page standard released, replacing DNP3. Mapping is ongoing.
• PAP 13 ‐ Time Synchronization, IEC 61850 Objects/IEEE C37.118 Harmonization. Harmonization use
cases and requirements are complete. Gap analysis and mapping document are being completed in
2010.
2010
• PAP 14 ‐ Transmission and Distribution Power Systems Model Mapping. Master list of use cases
developed.
• PAP 15 ‐ Harmonize Power Line Carrier Standards for Appliance Communications in the Home.
Completed requirements for wide band coexistence. Developing requirements for narrow band
coexistence. IEEE and ITU modifying coexistence standards.
• PAP 16 ‐ Wind Plant Communications. On schedule. Use cases and requirements developed. Selecting
an SDO.
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Governing Board Members
Category
Appliance and Consumer Electronics Providers
CandI Equipment
q p
and Automation Vendors
Consumers: Residential, Commercial, Industrial
Electric Transportation Industry Stakeholders
Electric Utilities: IOUs and Publicly Owned
Electric Utilities: Municipal
Electric Utilities: REA
Electricity and Financial Market Traders
Independent Power Producers
IT and Comm. Infrastructure and Service Providers
IT Application Developers and Integrators
Power Equipment Manufacturers and Vendors
Professional Societies, Associations, and Consortia
RandD Organizations and Academia
Federal Government Agencies
Renewable Power Producers
Retail Service Providers
St d d D
Standards
Development
l
tO
Organizations
i ti
State and Local Regulators
Testing and Certification Vendors
Transmission Operators and ISOs
Venture Capital
At Large
At Large
At Large
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Brian Markwalter
Tariq
q Samad
Todd Rytting
Rich Scholer
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Le Tang
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Mladen Kezunovic
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J h C
John
Caskey
k
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Jamshid Afnan
Scott Ungerer
John McDonald
Paul De Martini
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Consumer Electronics Association
Honeywell
y
Panasonic Electric Works Laboratory of America
Ford Motor Company
American Electric Power
Tacoma Public Utilities
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
Edge Holdings LLC
Lockheed Martin’s Energy Solutions
HomeGrid Forum
Google, Inc.
ABB Inc.
Consumers Energy
Texas AandM University
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
SunSpec Alliance
Reliant Energy
N ti
National
l El
Electrical
ti lM
Manufacturers
f t
A
Assoc. (NEMA)
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
Drummond Group Inc.
ISO New England, Inc.
EnerTech Capital
GE Energy
Cisco
Electric Power Research Institute
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